Booklist Ages 9-12

The Lego Ideas Book Unlock Your Imagination, by Dorling Kindersley

Building Bird Houses, by Dana Rau

The Kids’ Building Workshop 15 Woodworking Projects For Kids & Parents to Build Together, by Craig Robertson

Building A Castle, by John Humprey

Building A Car, by Danielle Hammelef

Skyscrapers, by Carol Johmann

Hand To Heart: Improving Communities, by Jessica Cohn

Let's Build a Playground, by Michael Rosen

Building Our House, by Jonathan Bean

Mapping Communities, by Melanie Waldro

Rosie Revere, Engineer, by Andrea Beaty

How Engineers Find Solutions, by Robin Johnson

Machines And How They Work, by Karen Wallace

Recycling, Step By Step, by Jean Lindquist

Let's Build a Playground, by Michael Rosen

The Weird Book Machine, by Geronimo Stilton

Machines And Inventions, by Ian Graham
Bridges! Amazing Structures To Design, Build & Test, by Carol Johmann

Eddie’s Toolbox: How To Make And Mend Things, by Sarah Garland

Engineering For Every Kid, by Janice Vancleave

The Tree Fort, by Kyla Steinkraus

3-D Fort Shapes, by Joshua Martin (Available In Spanish)

Building Snow Forts, by Dana Rau

Modeling Clay Creations, by Kathleen Petelinsek

Rube Goldberg's Bright Idea, by Anna Humphrey

Make Your Own Toys, by Rita Storey

If: Mind-Bending New Ways Of Looking At Big Ideas And Numbers, by David Smith

Crazy Contraptions, by Susan Martineu

Earth Friendly Wood Crafts In 5 Easy Steps, by Anna Plomer

Word’s, Wit, And Wonder; Writing Your Own Poem, by Nancy Loewen

Lego Chain Reactions: Design And Build Amazing Moving Machines, by Pat Murphy

Making A Paper Airplane And Other Paper Toys, by Dana Rau

Keesha's Bright Idea, by Eleanor May

Easy Oragami, by Nakano Dokuohtei

Ed Emberley’s Drawing Book, Make A World, by Ed Emberley